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Synopsis 
Magic forest is dying without light, Lile is looking for her missing reflection which guides her into 
the huge lighthouse. Lile with her "other self" finds the way to illuminate over the forest and bring 
a new life to it.

Natia Nikolashvili
Director’s Biography

I was born in Tbilisi, Georgia. 10 April, 1989.  Finished N51 School at 2006; Passed in Shota 
Rustaveli Theatre and Film Georgian State University at same year in the Class of director-animator 
and finished it in 2010. As a Diploma work I made 8 min. classical style, pencil on paper animation 
"The Land of Rising Sun", it got several nominations and prizes on international film festivals. Now 
I’m working in “20 steps productions” as Creative Director, Layout artist and Main Animator, Also 
working as a freelancer.

Company profile

20 STEPS PRODUCTIONS was founded in 2010 in Tbilisi. The Company’s goal is to contribute 
to development of the film industry in Georgia. It focuses on development and co-produc-
tion of independent feature and animated films that will be appeal both to domestic and 
international audiences.  Among recent company successes are: feature film HOSTAGES by 
Rezo Gigineishvili – Berlinale / Panorama (2017 Year); Short animated film LI.LE by Natia 
Nikolashvili - Berlinale / Generation (2017 Year).

FAQ

What is the production Company and what was the budget of the film?
Li.le had a GNFC fund support for development and was made in base of "20 Steps Productions" 
which is a Production company, based in Georgia, making feature length action movies, interna-
tional co-productions and animation.
 
How long did the production took and how big the crew was?
We had a small group of people and the production took two years.

What was the inspiration for the story?
Several years ago there was a Irish pianist Olafur Arnalds, and his music "Erla's Waltz" which made 
me see this  image of twin girls, running on stairs, trying  to reach for each other. This was the start 
of the Lile's story which seemed interesting for the film Producer Vladimer Katcharava, with whom 
we developed the script later.

What was the issue about sound?
Sound Designer Beso Kacharava from "Post Red Audio" had quite a hard work to do. The goal was 
to make environment, forest without any living creature and a whole film without music, which he 
and his group achieved brilliantly.

Is there any ongoing animation projects in the company?
In "20 Steps Productions" we have one stop-motion animation in production "The fisherman and a 
girl" by Mamuka Tkeshelashvili, two short animation in development by 
Sandro Katamashvili and Tato Kotetishvili and we are up to starting two feature length animation 
project developing.

Links

www.20steps.ge
vimeo.com/20steps

Press Kit 

Short animated film Li.Le
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